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Research, Meeting 
the Client and 
starting the Brief 



About the Organisation and Project

Carers NI was a fantastic project that myself and my group 
were very excited about, it allowed us to put together three 
creative pieces for the overall project; Info-motion graphic, 
poster and video. Before we met without client Lesley, I car-
ried out research into Carers NI and what the organisation 
stood for, their goals and objectives. Firstly, I investigated 
their website, which fell under carers UK, the website was ok 
for information but lacked in certain areas. However, give me 
an insight into what the branding and house style of Carers 
NI looked like. The site gives information on the support that 
carers NI offers, campaign awareness and carers groups. 
The carers groups were noted as I wanted to ask the client 
about filming for the project at the groups as it would have 
been a great opportunity for capturing the carers.

I looked at their Facebook page as this the platform were that 
of the project will be displayed and posted on. This give us 
great ideas for what we wanted the cover phots to look like 
and images that Carers NI can upload to their page. 
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For further research I compared other agencies that were 
like Carer NI to see if there was anything that Cares NI may 
benefit from that the other agencies where doing in their cam-
paigns and advertising.  
We divided the research into three meaning each team mem-
ber had to find another agency of similar work and gather the 
pros and cons in comparison to Carers NI.  
Cross roads is a non profit organisation whose main focus is 
supporting, serving and helping carers 

Their cover image was very good at showcasing the carers 
and the people they care for with the image placement, I 
noted that for the client meeting to give an example for the 
poster ideas. 

The seconds agency which was useful for comparison and 
inspiration was Age NI, the leading charity that supports older 
people In Northern Ireland. Their main focus is to support old-
er people but also the people who provide care for the elders. 
They had a campaign video that was in interview format; 
similar to what Cares NI need us to film for the project. In this 
campaign video they asked 127 older people and their fam-
ilies, about the social care system and how they think it can 
be improved. The editor used soft background music and the 
way the people where light was all soft tones, which I noted 
to bring to the meeting to run the idea the way the ad was 
going to be filmed. 
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Research, Meeting the Client 
and starting the Brief 

After all of the research had been completed by each 
member, we had our first official team meeting about the 
‘Client Meeting’. We had drawn up a series of questions we 
had for out client that would allow us to get the perfect vision 
of the project and make it easy for us to meet all the client 
need. 

We met with Lesley, alongside Claire who was our mentor 
for this project. Lesley had laid out what she wanted to gain 
form this project and how Carer NI wanted this project to be 
portrayed, this was very important as the main point was to 
target an audience who unidentified carers. This camping 
wasn’t to Inform people on who or what Carers NI was; which 
we weren’t aware of therefore the meeting give me a great 
understanding of the purpose of the project which was to
encourage people to identify themselves as a carer and 
hopefully join carers NI. 

We stared to discuss the project pieces, starting with the 
motion graphic. Described to us was an info-motion graphic 
that had facts about Carers NI, Lesley was great and agreed 
to send us all of the information that she wanted to be in it. I 
then asked about the branding, colour scheme and what sort 
of graphics would work in the clip, ideas came naturally to the 
group and I noted everything that was key factors that 
needed to be in the motion graphic i.e. the colour red, still 
images of the carers and all of the facts that would be provide 
and possibly something with a ribbon in it. 



Research, Meeting the Client 
and starting the Brief 

The video was then to be scheduled, we spoke about the 
group meetings that Carers NI have for the carers, Lesley 
contacted a group leader to see when a group was avail-
able for us to go an film. The main filming opportunity was 
the Carers NI summit where there would have been a great 
variety in people that we can film. The ideas from the Age NI 
of doing an interview style shoot was took on board, a plain 
colour background and the carers to say three lines was also 
added to the video requirements as the videos needed to be 
quick, powerful and sharp. We decided by having the carers 
say
“I am a _______” ( relation to carer)
“I am a _______” (occupation – hobby)
“I am a carer”
Would give consistency and make the message come across 
as powerful as Lesley intended it to. 

The poster wasn’t in the project however as we had great 
back and forth with our client, we added the poster in as we 
thought it would have tied the whole campaign together. We 
brainstormed through some layouts and design that we could 
do for something as big as a billboard but can also be used 
for bus stops and digital. Getting the pictures of the carers 
was going to be easy enough as we can capture the picture 
while filming at the group and the summit. 

We finished the meeting with gathering all what the client 
wanted to see in the brief and overall project, we had asked 
Lesley to email us over all of the information for motion 
graphic, confirmation on groups to film and all of the current 
branding for Carers in so we can start work as soon as we 
have everything from her. 



The Brief



Once we got the files from Lesley this started us with creating 
the brief. We had our seconds team meeting where we drew 
up the project- production schedule, which meant everyone 
could track how the project was going and if we were on time 
with each piece of work. 

We decided who was doing what parts of the project and 
what needed group attention. As there was three pieces of 
work we thought it would be best to take one mini project 
each, I took the motion graphics as I felt I had a clear indicat-
ed of what the client was looking for. As well as our own indu-
vial work we had a lot of group filing and editing to do which 
was dived equally between the three team members. 

For the brief we wanted to show the client that we had a clear 
understanding about the company, the aims of the project 
and the target audience for the project. I started off by doing 
some research into the audience, after speaking with out cli-
ent and looking at the client base for Carers NI I was able to 
the write out who our target audience was. Learning that we 
were aiming at a very specific I ensured Lesley that we knew 
how to capture the attention of this group with the project. We 
then started to explain the aims and out comes for the pro-
ject, again making it clear for the client thus any changes to 
made where made after the brief gives us time to fix changes 
before creation. 

The Brief 





Once the brief was completed, we had it looked over by 
the module lecture and Claire for any changes or re-writes, 
thankfully our brief was fine and didn’t need any corrections 
therefore we were then able to send the PDF of the brief to 
our client and waited for the feedback. Lesley was great and 
got back to us with in a few days with a spelling error, apart 
from that the brief was everything she had expected and 
give us the go ahead to start creating designs for the motion 
graphic, video and poster to present to her at our next 
meeting. 



The Designs 
& The Story 
Boards 



Looking back on our production schedule we can see 
that we are on track with the project and now we go and 
start working of out designs, as I am doing the motions 
graphic, I start to come up with idea for each of the facts 
that Lesley sent over. Sticking with the brand guide lines 
and colour scheme here you can see example that I did 
with the primary colour
palette. 

The Designs & The Story 
Boards



Producton Schedule

Week / Task / Aim / Action

2

3

4-5

6

7

8-9

10-11

Scoping the project 
Meeting the client

Project proposal

Similar Agencies
Research 

Paper Prototype
(Week 6) Meet with 
Client

Working Prototype 

Editing

Design Adjustments

Develop a project brief 
from the information 
gathered at the meeting

Finalise brief 
Look at similar
organisations and 
research in detail what 
works

Finalise statistics and 
data that will be used in 
our motion graphic 

Start creation of motion 
graphic

Build Mock-ups
Present storyboard and 
mock up designs to 
client 

Begin filming process
By end of week 8 have 
the video and motion 
graphic edited and 
ready to show client

Meeting with client 
Get feedback from the 
client 

Kelsey Research the client
Niamh Research the audience
Lisa Begin brief write up
Everyone Research Statistics 
for motion infographic

Everyone review brief to be 
able to present to client

Everyone Create a detailed 
analysis of 3 other similar or-
ganisations each 
Everyone plan storyboards for 
motion infographic 

Niamh create Storyboards of 
video and motion infographic
Kelsey Risk Assessment’s
Lisa Write Script

Everyone attend client 
meeting and present ideas
Everyone Take AC90 camera 
kit out
Everyone Capture footage of 
the carers

Niamh editing the footage 
captured
Lisa & Kelsey starts the
Motion infographic 

Everyone Go back on our work 
and adjust our video piece to 
meet the clients needs



















The Designs & The Story 
Boards

Once the first set of design were finished, I made the first de-
sign deck that had colours from the branding guide lines and 
a blue secondary colour palette, as this give more colour op-
tions for the project. We them met as a group with Adrian and 
Claire to go over the design and pick out which we liked best 
from each piece of work. My designs all had corrections from 
the feedback which was great as I was then able to eliminate 
designs that didn’t suit and work on the best ones for each 
fact. Kelsey’s colour palette was picked as the best options 
of a secondary choice. This meant I went back and used the 
three colours in my graphics that were picked to bring to the 
client meeting. We also decided on a downloaded font that 
Kelsey used in her story boards for the poster, thus the font 
change in my designs. 

However, some of the graphics were to be kept with red in 
them to still meet the client requirements but still showing 
some graphics with the secondary palette.







Final Meeting
& Design Deck



These designs where then put into the final design deck to 
show Lesley in our upcoming meeting. When we met with 
Lesley and Claire at the Carers NI headquarters, we each 
presented our work (me with the motion graphic), I explain 
how each of the motion graphics would play out and the 
sound that we would be using. Lesley approved all the
designs however didn’t like the colour scheme and wasn’t 
sure about the font if it could be used. As filing was a group 
activity, I addressed some of the problems that we had 
encountered while filming at the group meeting in Antrim. 

Our first session filming was good as all three team 
members had a role; Me on the camera, Lisa on 
Photography and Kelsey on Mic/ Sound. On our part we 
where fully prepared but the only thing we could have done 
better was to have written consent forms for the carers, we 
overcame that issues by filming the carers giving us consent 
by stating their name and that it was ok for us to use the 
footage to publish online and print. 

We discussed the summit and organised booked a room for 
filming so there will be no interruptions during filming time 
and it would be easy for carer to come in and out during the 
summit event. We then drew up some consent forms 
however Lesley said that she will see if Carer NI have their 
own that they wanted to use. 

Final Meeting & Design Deck























The Summit 



After the meeting we started to prepare for the summit and 
make sure that we had everything ready for the next filming 
day. Kelsey and I made que cards for the carers to read so 
there was no confusion on what was needed to be said dur-
ing the filming. We also filling out he risk assessments for the 
summit; renting out all the equipment.

The day if the summit me and Kelsey met at Tullyglass hotel 
with all of the equipment, que cards and consent forms that 
were sent to us by Lesley, we had pointed out 20 forms in 
case we had a lot of people to film and that was the greatest 
number of people that we would be taking. 
When we arrived, Lesley took us to a room beside the sum-
mit that we could set up, as we were a team member down it 
did take us longer to set up the filing set (green screen) and 
the equipment. 

Final Meeting & Design Deck



To create my motion graphic, I used Adobe after effects and Photoshop 
to edit and create images, and graphics for the video. I started with 
each fact and going off the brief and story boards that were approved 
by Lesley I started creating each graphic fact by fact. As the clips 
where going to be used video and individual clips I saved each fact as 
a separate composition therefore would be easy to transfer and send 
to Lesley to use on the social media and websites.  

The hardest thing about the motion graphic was the moving ribbon 
in the shape of the careers NI logo, I had to watch many tutorials to 
teach myself on how to make the motion graphic. The link below was 
the most used full and step by step guide to making this. I had to draw 
out the shape roughly, make trim paths and adjust the start and end 
timing of the line moving then love the points of the shape to make it 
more presentable. The timing also had to match the sounds track so I 
matched the trim path timing with the sound.   

Careers NI logo is an over crossing ribbon, so I had to ensure the
design of the ribbons was once piece that needed to move cohesively.   

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BYWGWATVWVI 

 





Motion Graphic
 Design







For filimg for both the summit and the group meeting we had 
to fill out the risk assesments to rent out the equipment.

We went over each risk that may happned while filming and 
ensure we new how to prevent these from happening.



Risk Assesment 







Client 
Communications









Time Sheets









Project
Management



Project
Management

Basecamp Project Management

By reading over NITGA Project Scoping I realised that a great 
way for keeping track out meetings and project plans.

This made the project easy to track and make sure everyone 
new what we had to do and when we had to do it for.





Final 
Deliverables



Our team worked great together as everyone pulled their 
weight with each task in the project. 

Everything on the to do list was based on what we promised 
in our brief and final story boards. 

  

The client wanted to stick with their own colour scheme, put 
picked Kelsey’s design for the photos therefore Lisa and I 
made our projects with the same fonts and layout. My  

motion graphic was approved by the clients so didn’t make 
any changes as it was unnecessary. 

  

Any issues that our group did face was overcome very easily 
by discussing each problem with our client and as a team. 

Overall Team Conclusion 



Limitations
Client partner 

During the filming day at the group meetings, there was some confusing with what 
we wanted the carers to say for the film. They were encouraged to say things that 
didn’t fit the brief and we felt that the situation was out of our hands as we needed 
to carried ourselves as professional as possible and didn’t want to come across 
as rude and tell the carers that they were not allowed to say the things that they 
where saying as they felt passionate about what they were saying. This made one 
of the carers feel uncomfortable during one of the filing sessions. After this we 
explained to our client about this and quickly fixed the problem with que cards so 
there was no confusion on what we needed the carers to say for the film.

Filming Room - Summit

At the summit the room we were assigned to film was right beside the event hall 
therefore we had a lot of background noise with no way of controlling it; only by 
waiting for quick times when there wasn’t much talking to film. This made it 
awkward to get people in and out to film because the noise was spontaneous. 

The Summit

During filming at the summit we were a team member down; me and Kelsey has to 
do all the work that day which meant to too longer for us to collect and set up all of 
the equipment. 






